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Abstract  

Ice plays crucially important roles in various phenomena due to its abundance on earth. 

However, revealing the dynamic behavior of quasi-liquid layers (QLLs), which governs 

the surface properties of ice crystals at temperatures near the melting point, remains an 

experimental challenge. Here we show that two types of QLL phases appear that exhibit 

different morphologies and dynamics. We directly visualized the two types of QLLs on 

ice crystal surfaces by advanced optical microscopy, which can visualize the individual 

0.37 nm thick elementary steps on ice crystal surfaces. We found that they had different 

stabilities and different interactions with ice crystal surfaces. The two immiscible QLL 

phases appeared heterogeneously, moved around and coalesced dynamically on ice 

crystal surfaces. This picture of surface melting is quite different from the conventional 

picture in which one QLL phase appears uniformly on ice crystal surfaces.  
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\body 

Introduction  

Ice is one of the most abundant materials on earth, and its phase transition governs a wide 

variety of phenomena in nature. Surface melting is one of the first-order phase transitions 

that occur on ice crystal surfaces, and dominates the surface properties of ice crystals at 

temperatures below the melting point(1-3). It is generally acknowledged that quasi-liquid 

layers (QLLs) formed by surface melting play crucially important roles in the slipperiness 

of a skating rink, regelation (pressure-induced change in freezing), frost heave by ice 

columns, recrystallization and coarsening of ice grains, morphological change of snow 

crystals, cryopreservation, electrification of thunderclouds. Hence, the molecular-level 

understanding of QLLs holds the key to unlocking the secrets of those phenomena.  

Although surface melting was first proposed by M. Faraday in the 1850s(4), it was not 

until the mid-1980s that QLLs on ice crystal surfaces could be measured 

experimentally(1). Since then, many studies have measured the thickness of QLLs as a 

function of temperature by various methods(1-3) (Supplementary table S1). All those 

studies reported that the thickness of QLLs increased significantly with increasing 

temperature, however their results showed considerable variations - as much as two 

orders of magnitude - depending on both measurement methods and researchers(1, 3, 5). 

Such variations could partly result from a lack of spatial and temporal resolution and 

variations in ice samples. To effectively study QLLs on ice crystal surfaces, the technique 

used needs to have sufficient spatial and temporal resolution.  

We and Olympus Engineering Co. Ltd. have developed one such technique, namely laser 

confocal microscopy combined with differential interference contrast microscopy 

(LCM-DIM)(6), which can directly visualize the 0.37 nm thick elementary steps on ice 

crystal surfaces with a typical frame rate of 0.1-4 s/frame(7). In this study, we directly 

visualized surface melting processes on ice crystal surfaces to elucidate the dynamic 

behavior of QLLs, and found that QLLs are made up of two different phases (fig. S1).  

 

Results and Discussion  

We grew Ih ice single crystals on an AgI crystal from supersaturated water vapor in a 

nitrogen environment (fig. S2). To supply water vapor to the sample ice crystals, we 

prepared other ice crystals (as a source of water vapor) on a separate copper plate. By 

separately changing the temperatures of the sample and source ice crystals, we adjusted 

the growth temperature of the sample ice crystals and the supersaturation of water vapor 
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independently. After we prepared sample ice crystals at a growth temperature of -15.0°C, 

we increased the temperature to a final -0.1°C, at rates of ~0.1°C/min (from -15.0 to 

-2.0°C) and ~0.02 °C/min (from -2.0 to -0.1°C). All through this process, we kept the 

sample ice crystals growing, by carefully changing the supersaturation and confirming 

the growth by LCM-DIM observations. Then we observed the behavior of QLLs on the 

surfaces of sample ice crystals. LCM-DIM images were processed according to the recipe 

explained in fig. S3.  

Fig. 1 shows the surface morphology of a basal {0001} face of a sample ice crystal. At 

-0.6°C (Fig. 1A), we could observe “elementary steps”(7) (the growing ends of 

ubiquitous molecular layers with the minimum height: fig. S4). This result demonstrates 

that at -0.6°C, the basal face was flat at the molecular level and was growing layer by 

layer. In Fig 1A, elementary steps (a black arrowhead) grew from left to right (a black 

arrow).  

At -0.4°C (Fig. 1B), round objects (a white arrowhead) appeared. Then, at -0.3°C (Fig. 

1C), the number of the round objects increased, and their size also grew. In Fig. 1, the 

differential interference contrast was adjusted as if the ice crystal surface was illuminated 

by a light beam slanted from the upper left to the lower right direction, as explained in fig. 

S5. Hence, the upper-left and lower-right halves of the round objects appeared white and 

black, respectively.  

These round objects coalesced just like liquid drops (Fig. 2 and video S1). Since the 

round objects were formed below 0°C, they were QLLs formed by surface melting. 
Hence, hereafter, we name these round objects “α-QLLs”.  

In 1993, Elbaum and coworkers(5) observed, by optical interference microscopy, that 

round drops appeared and coalesced at -0.4 to -0.2°C on basal faces of ice crystals in 
water vapor. Later, Gonda and Sei(8) also observed the appearance of round drops at 

-0.12°C by differential interference contrast microscopy. The round drops reported in 
these studies probably correspond to α-QLLs. In this study, in addition to the appearance 

of α-QLLs, we found that the elementary steps appeared around α-QLLs (marked by a 

black arrowhead in Fig. 1C), showing that the α-QLLs function as sources of steps (video 

S1).  
We measured the three-dimensional geometry of an α-QLL using a He-Ne laser (633 nm), 

as shown in Fig. 1D. The interferogram shows that the shape of the α-QLL was a part of 

a sphere. The spacing between adjacent interference fringes corresponds to a height 
difference of a half-wavelength. Hence, the α-QLL, marked by a white arrowhead, had a 
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width of 50 µm and a height of 0.5 µm. Although we identified an α-QLL as a “droplet”, 

its height/width ratio is very small (~1/100). This result indicates that solid water (ice) 

and liquid water showed very high wettability, strongly supporting the fact that the 
α-QLLs functioned as step sources.  

Fig. 3 shows the surface morphology observed after we further increased the temperature. 
At -0.2°C, a thin layer (a red arrowhead) newly appeared (Fig. 3A). α-QLLs were 

generated from this thin layer and also from the crystal surface. Then, we further 

increased the temperature to -0.1°C (Figs. 3B-D and video S2). We could observe that 

elementary steps, which exhibited bright contrast (black arrowheads), advanced to the left 

direction. This result confirms that one portion of the crystal surface grew, demonstrating 

that the temperature of the crystal surface was surely below 0°C. Therefore, we could 

conclude that the surface melting observed in the other portion of the crystal surface 

occurred below 0°C. The thin layer eventually covered the whole crystal surface (Fig. 

3D).  

The differential interference contrast of the thin layer was significantly higher than that of 

an elementary step (Fig. 3). Hence, the thickness of the thin layer was much higher than 

that of an elementary step. We also tried to measure the thickness of the thin layer by 

interferometry. However we could not distinguish interference fringes, indicating that the 

thickness of the thin layer was smaller than the detection limit of interferometry (≤several 

10 nm).  
The temperature of the appearances of α-QLLs and the thin layers respectively varied 

from -1.5 to -0.4°C and from -1.0 to -0.1°C, depending on experimental runs. However, 
in the same run, the thin layers always appeared at a higher temperature than α-QLLs (fig. 

S1), and we could never find an inversion of the appearance temperatures.  

The thin layer exhibited a feature that was significantly different from that of ice crystal 

surfaces. As shown in Fig. 4, the thin layers moved around the ice crystal surface, and 

then coalesced with each other, just like liquid droplets. The decrease in the number of 

the thin layers with increasing time was not due to Ostwald ripening, by which smaller 

crystals disappear and larger ones grow, but was rather due to coalescence. Such dynamic 

movement and coalescence, which occurred on a time scale of several 10s of seconds, 

indicate that the thin layer displays fluidity. These results strongly suggest that the thin 

layer was not a solid phase (ice) but a liquid phase that appeared below 0°C. Hence, we 
refer to the thin layers as β-QLLs.  

To prove that a β-QLL was not solid, we carried out further in-situ observations. In Fig. 
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5A, an α-QLL is located at the center, and a β-QLL exists around the α-QLL. On a bare 

surface of the ice crystal, we could observe the growth of elementary steps (in black 

arrow directions). We found that further extreme adjustment of the gain and offset of the 
image enabled us to visualize elementary steps even “beneath the β-QLL” (black 

arrowheads) in Fig. 5B. As shown in Figs. 5B and C (video S3), we could observe the 
advancement of elementary steps even beneath the β-QLL (black arrowheads indicate the 

movement of the same step).  

There are two possibilities (shown schematically in Fig. 5D) that could explain these 
images. The first is that elementary steps could be directly visualized through the β-QLL. 

The second is that elementary steps could not be visualized directly, but the deformation 
of the β-QLL due to the advancement of the steps could be visualized. In the first case, 

the refractive index of the β-QLL has to be different from that of solid ice. Hence, the 

β-QLL cannot be a solid phase but is a quasi-liquid phase appearing below 0°C. In the 

second case, the β-QLL has to be easily deformed by the lateral movement of elementary 

steps that are only 0.37 nm thick(7). Such an easily deformed phase would be a 

quasi-liquid, rather than a solid, although at present the rigidity of a solid ice film of 

nanometer thickness is unclear. This expectation is strongly supported by the fluidity of 
the β-QLL demonstrated in Fig. 4. Therefore, in either case, we concluded that we have 

observed the appearance of two types of QLL phases (α and β) on an ice crystal surface, 

as schematically summarized in Fig. 5E.  

Elbaum and coworkers estimated the thickness of QLLs and the asperity of ice crystal 

surfaces, respectively by ellipsometry and optical interference microscopy. Then they 

argued that with increasing temperature, QLLs first appeared homogeneously on ice basal 

faces and the thickness of QLLs increased, then after the thickness of QLLs exceeded 20 

nm, round drops finally appeared on QLLs. This picture is quite different from the 
observations made in this study: with increasing temperature, α-QLLs first appeared 

heterogeneously, and then β-QLLs appeared also heterogeneously, as schematically 

shown in Fig. 5E (also fig. S1). The different picture proposed by Elbaum et al. probably 

resulted from a lower spatial resolution of their observation techniques: they perhaps 
could not detect the heterogeneous behavior of α- and β-QLL phases in the early stages 

of their appearance.  

We further investigated the stability of the two QLL phases. After we confirmed the 
appearance of α-QLLs and a β-QLL at -0.5°C, we decreased the temperature to -1.0°C, 

and then observed the response. Fig. 6 (video S4) shows the resulting changes. As time 
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elapsed, a β-QLL decomposed and changed into α-QLLs (small droplets shown in D: 

marked by a white arrowheads) and bunched steps. The appearance of the bunched steps 

(black arrowheads) means that a number of elementary steps were formed at one time 
(inset of Fig. 6C) by the decomposition of the β-QLL. These results demonstrate that the 

β-QLL was the least stable phase that appeared in the highest temperature range, with the 

α-QLL being more stable and forming in a lower temperature range. It is also clear that 

the Ih ice was most stable among the three phases, and formed in the lowest temperature 
range. The decrease in the size of the α-QLL located at the center (Fig. 6D) indicates that 

the α-QLL also partly decomposed into the most stable solid ice.  

On ice crystal surfaces, β-QLLs exhibited a much flatter shape than α-QLLs, 

demonstrating that β-QLLs had higher wettability (more favorable interaction, i.e. 

smaller interfacial free energy) with ice crystal surface than α-QLLs. This result 

contradicts the lower stability (higher appearance temperature) of β-QLLs than α-QLLs. 

Resolving this contradiction will require further understanding of the physical/chemical 
properties of α- and β-QLLs.  

In this study, we carried out in-situ observation of ice crystal surfaces by LCM-DIM. We 
found the appearance of two types of QLL phases (α and β) formed by surface melting 

below 0°C. So far, it has been thought that QLLs appear uniformly on ice crystal surfaces, 

and QLLs have been discussed using a static picture. However, the results found in this 

study demonstrate that surface melting on ice crystal surfaces proceeds through two 
immiscible liquid phases (α and β) that are both dynamic and spatially inhomogeneous. 

The insights into the nature of QLLs obtained from direct visualization (Fig. 5E) may 

play a crucially important roles in understanding a variety of phenomena in which QLLs 

play a vital role, from the slipperiness of a skating rink to the electrification of 

thunderclouds(1-3).  
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Materials and Methods 

We attached a confocal system (FV300, Olympus Optical Corporation) to an 

inverted optical microscope (IX70, Olympus Optical Corporation), as previously 

explained(6, 7). A super luminescent diode (Amonics Ltd, model ASLD68-050-B-FA: 

680 nm) and a He-Ne laser (Melles Griot 05-LHP-991: 633 nm) were used for 

LCM-DIM and interferometric observations, respectively. The LCM-DIM system used in 

this study (Fig. S2A) contained all improvements reported in our recent study(7) of the 

observation of elementary steps on ice crystal surfaces.  

The observation chamber had upper and lower Cu plates, whose temperatures were 

separately controlled using Peltier elements (Fig. S2B). At the center of the upper Cu 

plate, a cleaved AgI crystal (a kind gift from emeritus professor G. Layton of Northern 

Arizona University), known as an ice nucleating agent, was attached using heat grease. 

On this AgI crystal, sample ice crystals were grown at -15°C. To supply water vapor to 

the sample ice crystals, other ice crystals were prepared on the lower Cu plate, as a source 

of water vapor. Other details were reported in our recent study(7). After the lateral size 

and height of the sample ice crystals reached several hundred µm, the temperatures of the 

sample and source ice crystals were increased to a final -0.1°C. During this temperature 

rise, QLLs that appeared on the basal faces of the sample ice crystals were observed by 

LCM-DIM.  

To obtain the LCM-DIM images shown in this study, raw images taken by 

LCM-DIM were processed according to the recipe explained in Fig. S3. This image 

processing corrected the background intensity inhomogeneity caused by the slight 

misalignment of the optical axis with the surface normal of an ice crystal. 
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Figures and Legends 

 

 
Fig. 1. The appearance of round liquid-like droplets (α-QLLs), indicated by white 

arrowheads, on a basal face of an ice crystal with increasing temperature. Temperature 

was -0.6°C (A), -0.4°C (B) and -0.3°C (C). Black arrowheads and black arrows indicate 

elementary steps and their growth directions, respectively. D, An interferogram of 
α-QLLs taken at -0.3°C using a different ice crystal during another run. A movie of the 

process C is available as supporting information Video S1. 

 
Fig. 2. The coalescence of bulk liquid-like droplets (α-QLLs) at -0.3°C. Images A-D 

were respectively taken 29, 30, 31 and 36 s after the temperature was set at -0.3°C. Blue 
arrowheads show the coalescence of α-QLLs. α-QLLs coalesced just like liquid droplets. 

A movie of this process is available as supporting information Video S1.   
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Fig. 3. The appearance of thin liquid-like layers (β-QLLs), indicated by red arrowheads, 

with increasing temperature. Temperature was -0.2°C (A) and -0.1°C (B, C and D). 

Images B, C and D were respectively taken 0, 18 and 239 s after temperature was set at 

-0.1°C. Other arrowheads and arrows are the same as those in Fig. 1. A movie of the 

process B-C is available as supporting information Video S2. 

 
Fig. 4. The coalescence of thin liquid-like layers (β-QLLs) at -0.5°C. Images A-D were 

respectively taken 75, 263, 547 and 808 s after temperature was set at -0.5°C. White and 
red arrowheads correspond to α- and β-QLL phases, respectively. β-QLLs moved around 

the ice crystal surface, and then coalesced with each other just like liquid droplets. Finally, 
only one β-QLL was observed (D).  
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Fig. 5. Visualization of elementary steps growing beneath a thin liquid-like layer 
(β-QLL) at -1.0°C. The gain and offset of the image A was further extremely adjusted to 

obtain image B. Image C was taken 3.27 s after image B. D, A schematic cross sectional 

view showing two possible mechanisms (red arrows) discussed in the text for the 
visualization of elementary steps beneath the β-QLL. E, Schematic illustration of the 

appearances of two types of QLL phases (α and β). Other arrowheads and arrows are the 

same as those in Figs. 1 and 3. A movie of the process B-C is available as supporting 

information Video S3.  
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Fig. 6. Decomposition of a β-QLL into α-QLLs and solid ice with decreasing 

temperature. After the appearances of α-QLLs and a β-QLL were confirmed at -0.5°C, 

the temperature was decreased to -1.0°C. Images A-D were respectively taken 0, 20, 23 

and 49 s later. In this figure, black arrowheads and black arrows respectively show 

bunched steps (inset of C: cross sectional view) and their growing direction. Other 

arrowheads and arrows are the same as those in Figs. 1-3. A movie of this process is 

available as supporting information Video S4. 
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Table S1. Previous studies on temperature dependence measurements of the thickness of 
QLLs; all these studies showed a significant increase in the thickness of QLLs with 
increasing temperature; however, depending on the measurement methods and 
researchers, their results showed considerable variation - as much as two orders of 
magnitude; some of those variations were summarized in Fig. 1 of reference(5); there 
also exist many studies on QLLs by molecular dynamics and theoretical calculations, 
although such studies are not listed here   
 

Measurement method References 
Proton channeling 
Proton back scattering 
Ellipsometry 
X-ray diffraction 
Glancing-angle X-ray scattering 
Quasi-elastic neutron scattering 
Photoelectron spectroscopy 
Nuclear magnetic resonance 
Optical microscopy 
Optical displacement sensor 
Infrared spectroscopy 
Atomic force microscopy 

(9, 10)  
(11, 12)  
(13, 14)  
(15, 16)  
(17, 18)  
(19)  
(20, 21)  
(22, 23)  
(5)  
(24)  
(25)  
(26-28)  
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Fig. S1. Summary of the main findings of this paper. We found that two-types of QLLs 
appeared on a basal face of an ice crystal during surface melting. With increasing 
temperature, round liquid-like droplets (α-QLLs) first appeared at -1.5 to -0.4°C. In 
addition, we found that thin liquid-like layers (β-QLLs) appeared at -1.0 to -0.1°C. The 
appearance temperatures of α-QLLs and β-QLLs exhibited slight variations, but β-QLLs 
always appeared at a higher temperature than α-QLLs in the same run. These two QLL 
phases moved around and coalesced on the ice crystal surface. The different 
morphologies and dynamics of the two types of QLLs demonstrate that the two types of 
QLL phases had different interactions with ice crystal surfaces, suggesting the necessity 
of constructing a novel picture of surface melting. Arrowheads and arrows are the same 
as those in Figs. 1 and 3.  
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Fig. S2. Schematic drawings of the experimental setups. (A) The LCM-DIM system, the 
observation chamber and the water-vapor supply system; (B) a cross sectional view of the 
observation chamber. In B, the upper left inset shows a closeup view of the cleaved AgI 
crystal attached to the upper Cu plate using heat grease; the upper center inset presents a 
photomicrograph of Ih ice crystals grown heteroepitaxially on the AgI crystal; the upper 
right inset depicts the morphology of the Ih ice crystal. The surface of the cleaved AgI 
crystal was observed from below through a glass window that was tilted to prevent the 
appearance of interference fringes.  
We grew Ih ice single crystals on a cleaved {0001} face of the AgI crystal from 
supersaturated water vapor in a nitrogen environment. We set the temperature of the ice 
single crystals at -15.0°C. To supply water vapor to the sample ice crystals, we prepared 
other ice crystals (as a source of water vapor) on the lower copper plate. By separately 
changing the temperatures of the upper and lower Cu plates, we adjusted the growth 
temperature of the sample ice crystals and the supersaturation of water vapor 
independently.  
Sample ice crystals on the cleaved AgI crystal were ≥16 mm distant from the source ice 
crystals prepared on the lower Cu plate. Also the temperature of the teflon block was not 
controlled. Therefore, as water vapor diffused away from the source ice crystals in N2 gas 
at atmospheric pressure, its temperature increased. Hence the temperature of water vapor 
in the vicinity of the sample ice crystals was unclear. Therefore, in our observations, the 
degree of supersaturation could not be quantified. However, all through the experiment, 
we kept the sample ice crystals growing by carefully changing the temperature of the 
source ice crystals and confirming the growth by LCM-DIM.  
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Fig. S3. The image processing performed to obtain the LCM-DIM images shown in Figs. 
1 to 6. It is practically impossible to locate an ice crystal whose surface is perfectly 
perpendicular to the optical axis. This slight misalignment provides an inhomogeneous 
intensity of reflected light, as shown in A and B. In particular, in the case of confocal 
microscopy, the inhomogeneity of reflected light becomes significant because of its small 
focal depth. The area just at the focus position of an objective shows the highest intensity 
of reflected light. But with increasing distance from the just focused position, the 
intensity of reflected light significantly decreases, as A and B demonstrate. Hence, to 
visualize an ice crystal surface homogeneously, we corrected the inhomogeneous 
intensity distribution of reflected light. We obtained LCM-DIM images as a movie 
composed of a series of still images (4,096 gray levels) taken over a certain scan time. 
Then using commercial software (SPIP, Image Metrology A/S) and plug-in software 
(PlugIn_SnowCorr, specially written by M.Y.), we carried out the image processing as 
follows.  
1) From the original image (B), first we eliminated the pixels whose spatial gradients of 
reflected light intensity were steeper than 200 gray levels/pixel as spike noise, and also 
removed the pixels whose reflected light intensities were higher than 4,000 gray levels, 
which corresponded to the areas whose gray levels were saturated (like the upper-left 
halves of droplets marked by white arrowheads in B and C).  Then we calculated a 
time-averaged image (C).  
2) Next, we calculated the line along which pixels had maximum intensity (dashed line 
shown in D). Then, along lines that were parallel to the maximum-intensity line (such as 
the dashed-dotted line in D), the reflected light intensities were fitted with a linear 
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function. During the linear fitting, only the pixels, whose gray levels were present in the 
range of twice the standard deviation of the intensity distribution, were calculated: i.e. the 
portions outside a crystal surface and inside α-QLLs were eliminated from the calculation. 
The image D was obtained by laying (arranging) reflected light intensities approximated 
by the line fittings side-by-side.   
3) According to the imaging theory of confocal microscopy(29), the relation between the 
reflected light intensity distribution I and depth z (along the optical axis) can be expressed 
as (shown schematically in A) 

.       (1)  

Here k is a constant determined by the wavelength, refractive indices, and the numerical 
aperture of the objective. Hence, in D, the intensity distribution along the solid line that 
was perpendicular to the maximum dashed intensity was fitted with the following 
equation 

.       (2) 

Here, l is a distance along the solid line in D (  at the position of the dashed line),  
is the intensity at  ,  is the intensity at l, and a is a fitting parameter. Then we 
obtained the image shown in E, in which the discontinuities in intensities shown in D 
were smoothed.  
4) Finally, we subtracted the image E from the original image B, and adjusted the gain 
and offset of the subtracted image to obtain the final image shown in F.  
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Fig. S4. Layer-by-layer growth of ice crystals and their elementary steps. A, A schematic 
illustration of the layer-by-layer growth. A crystal bounded by flat crystal faces grows 
layer by layer(30, 31), utilizing laterally growing molecular layers that have the  
minimum height determined by the crystal structure and the size of the molecules. A 
molecule (in red) coming from a surrounding phase jumps onto the ledge of the topmost 
molecular layer (in pink). Hence, growing ends of such molecular layers, so-called 
“elementary steps”, which ubiquitously exist on a crystal surface, play a key role during 
many physical/chemical reactions on ice crystal surfaces, as well as the growth and 
sublimation/melting of ice crystals. B, A schematic drawing of a cross section of a Ih ice 
crystal. Gray and red atoms correspond to oxygen and hydrogen atoms, respectively. The 
half size of the unit cell in the c direction (0.37 nm) corresponds to the height of an 
elementary step on a basal face(7, 32).  
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Fig. S5. Differential interference contrast. Utilizing interference of polarized light, 
differential interference contrast microscopy provides the contrast level so that slopes of 
one side and another side of a convex object look brighter and darker (white arrow), 
respectively, as schematically shown in A and B (as if a sample surface is illuminated 
from one slanted direction). Hence, in all LCM-DIM images shown in this study, the 
upper-left sides of the drops and steps look brighter and the lower-right sides of them 
look darker (a white arrow), as shown in C. In C, other arrows and arrowheads are the 
same as those in Fig. 1.  
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Video S1. The coalescence of round liquid-like droplets (α-QLLs) and the formation of 
elementary steps at -0.3°C (Figs. 1C and 2). Frame rate was 1.00 s/frame. Once α-QLLs 
had appeared, elementary steps appeared around them. To reduce the file size, the video 
file was converted from 512x466 pixels to 256x233 pixels.  

 
Video S2. The appearance of thin liquid-like layers (β-QLLs) in addition to round 
liquid-like droplets (α-QLLs) at -0.1°C (Figs. 3B and C). Frame rate was 1.00 s/frame. A 
bare basal face and growing elementary steps could be observed. In addition, two types of 
quasi-liquid layers formed by surface melting could be also observed simultaneously. We 
concluded from Fig. 5 (Video S3) that a thin liquid-like layer was not a solid phase but a 
quasi-liquid layer. To reduce the file size, the video file was converted from 512x466 
pixels to 256x233 pixels.  
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Video S3. Visualization of elementary steps growing beneath a β-QLL at -1.0°C (Figs. 
5B and C). Frame rate was 3.27 s/frame. The gain and offset of LCM-DIM images were 
extremely adjusted to emphasize the contrast level of the images. An α-QLL is located at 
the center, and a β-QLL exists around the α-QLL. We could observe the growth of 
elementary steps even beneath the β-QLL, demonstrating that a β-QLL was a quasi-liquid 
layer. To reduce the file size, the video file was converted from 1,024x1,042 pixels to 
256x262 pixels.  

 
Video S4. Decomposition of a β-QLL into α-QLLs and solid ice with decreasing 
temperature (Fig. 6). After the appearances of α-QLLs and a β-QLL were confirmed at 
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-0.5°C, the temperature was decreased to -1.0°C. Frame rate was 3.27 s/frame. As time 
elapsed, a β-QLL was decomposed and changed into α-QLLs (small droplets) and 
bunched steps (solid ice). The decrease in the size of the α-QLL located at the center 
indicates that the α-QLL was also partly decomposed into solid ice. To reduce the file 
size, the video file was converted from 1,024x1,042 pixels to 256x262 pixels. 
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